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1. Statisticiants point of view

Many statistical books discuss the design of experiments, considerations effect-

ing the method of making, or collecting, the observations to be analyzed. However,

it is true that there are many ca.ses where experimental conditions have been set

up by physical, mechanical and other reasons in practice. Even under such con-

ditions statisticians should propose the best method to analyze data sets. I have

participated in the algorithm subgroup of Japan on the TRMM (Tbopical Rain-

fall Measuring Mission) as a statistician. The following is my experience, which

might be helpful for understanding cooperative studies between meteorologists and

statisticians.

The TRMM satellite is planned to be launched by a Japanese H-II rocket in

summer in 1997. One of the scientific objectives of TRMM is to estimate monthly

mean rainfall over 5o x 5o (latitude-longitude) boxes with a sampling error of less

than I0%. Note that in this case the scientific goal is definite. The standard

estimates will be provided by using the so-called deterministic method and the

multiple-threshold method. The simple threshold method is considered as an ef-

fective method under study. Chiu (1988) empirically showed that there is a high

correlation between the area-average rain rate and the fractional area that rain rate

exceeds a fixed threshold value by using the GATE IGARP (Global Atmospheric

Research Program) Atlantic T[opical Experiment] data set. This fact provides

the basis of the simple threshold method. Some meteorologists and statisticians

published their cooperative studies on the threshold method. Among others are

Kedem, Chiu and North (1990), Short, Shimizu and Kedem (1993) and Shimizu,

Short and Kedem (1993). The mixed distribution as a statistical model was used to

explain the reason why the threshold method works well. Under the model several

methods for estimating higher moments and variance of rain rate have been pro-

posed. At the beginning of the study there were some misunderstanding because

of the significant difference between technical terms they use. FYom my experience
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the following two

o to know about the definite scientific goal of the study

o to know about properties of the data available

are extremely important factors for statisticians to suggest statistical methods and

to build statistical models.

2. Statistical issues on spaceborne Lidar

2.L. Sparce sampling

The satellite altitude of the TRMM is low (350 km). Low-inclination (35")

TRMM orbit provides extensive sampling in the tropics. The satellite will revolve

around the earth in about 90 minutes and make 16 revolutions a day and it will

visit about twice daily at local times. Thus, the error due to sparce sampling is

a critical issue. Oki and Sumi's (1994) paper studies sampling errors of monthly

rainfall. Errors are estimated over 5o x 5o and 2.5" x 2.5o areas using a 43-month

time series of radar-AMeDAS (Automatic Meteorological Data Aquisition System)

data. Their study is unique because they used the orbital parameters for the real

TRMM satellite and this procedure may be very informative even for the space-

borne Lidar experiment.

2.2, Missing values

There are many types of missing problems. It is known that the EM algorithm

is an effective algorithm for getting numerical solutions (.,9., Little and Rubin,

1987). Theoretical solutions have been obtained only in limited cases.

2.2.L. Ozone measurements

Reinsel et al. (1994) performed a seasonal trend analysrs of total ozone data.

They showed some evidence of negative trend in the higher northern latitudes

during the winter and spring seasons and also during all seasons.

Basu and Reinsel (1996) studied monthly averages of total stratospheric ozone

measurements. Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models may be used to

model such kind of univariate time series if data are available at consecuitive and

equally spaced time interuals. However, there are many cases where some of ob-

servations are missing. In fact, Basu and Reinsel used monthly averages of the

ozone data at Huancayo, Peru (lfs,75'W), which involve some entire months
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of missing observations. They used the restricted ma>rimum likelihood (REML)

estimation approach. A criticism of the usual ma>rimum likelihood (ML) approach

for the parameters of the error covariance structure in the presence of a regression

component is that the ML approach does not take into account the loss in the

degrees of freedom that results from estimating the regression parameters. The

REML estimation approach overcomes this deficiency. A Kalman filter approach

is another excellent estimation approarch. Data sets from the spaceborne Lidar

may include some missing observations. It may be possible to use these estimation

approaches.

2.2.2. Cloud data sets

In the book "Lognormal distributions" edited by Crow and Shimizu (1988),

some description on cloud data sets can be seen in Chapter 13:

o The distribution of convective features accompanying a deep cumulonimbus

cluster is as lognorm&I, "ranging from moderate cumulonimbus down to tiny, non-

precipitating cumulus. "
o Heights, horizontal sizes, and durations are lognormally distributed.

Shimizu (1993) proposed a bivariate mixed lognormal distribution to analize

rainfall data measured at two stations. Zeroes, no rain, were treated as if the ob-

servations were missing. This model might be useful for analyzing cloud data sets.

However, very recently Dr. Hayasaka of Tohoku University personally communi-

cated a more serious problem to me. In my understanding there are high level,

middle level, and low level clouds, and we can see the bottom from the ground

(upper level clouds include missing data) and the top from the satellite (lower level

clouds include missing data). An extension to the trim,riate case of the bivariate

mixed lognormal distribution seems useful as a statistical model for analyzing some

cloud measurements, but estimation theory is open and it should be pursued in the

future.
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Example (TRMM)

. Chiu's (1988) empirical fact
o trstimation of area-average rain rate
(basis of the threshold method)

u
o Kedem, Chiu and North's (1990) ex-
planation by using a statistical model

.r,

o Short, Shimizu and Kedem's (1993)
and Shimizu, Short and Kedem's (1993)
estimation methods of higher moments

+
o Discrimination of rain types

Empirical study
Looking at da,ta

o

o

,, Ar;: is o, Yert i-Tortant stef
v h. stqti rtlc ian s.

. Statistical rnodcl building

.t,

o Development of statistical methods

{J-

Application
Interpretation of the results
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Two important factors for statis-
ticians

o to know about the definite scientific
goal of the study

o to krrow about properties of the data
available

Some specific issues

1. Sparce sampling,'

2. Missing values
2.L. Ozone measurements

Reinsel et al. (1994) performed a sea-
sonal trend analysis of total ozone data.
They showed some evidence of negative
trend, in the higher northern lffi'
during the winter and spring seasons
and also during all seasons. (Com-
plete data)

Basu and Reinsel (1996) studiedUgff.lrbr
averases of total stratospheric ozone mea-
surements. (Incomplete data)
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Fig. l. (") Monthly everages of total ozone from Huancayo, January |978-Doccmbcr l99l

2.2" Cloud data sets

. The distribution of convective features
accompanyirlg a deep cumulonimbus clus-
ter is as lognorma,l,, " ranging from mod-
erate cumulonimbus down to tiny, non-
precipitating cumulus."

o Heights, horizonta,l sizes, and dura-
tions are losnormally distributed.
/ /1(Crow and Shirnizu eds., 1988, Chap.
13)

. IJse of 
-bjyafi@. 

(Shimizu, 1993) and
trivariatc_ (apparently ncw!) mixed log-
normal distributions
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